
   

 

                       

A Message from 
Rabbi Schuck 

 DECEMBER 2013          5774 KISLEV/TEVET 

I recently attended a local meeting of an organization that 
claims to represent American Jews and whose mission is to 
support the aspirations of Israelis and Palestinians for security 
and self-determination. I went to the meeting as an open-
minded observer. I had to leave the meeting early, not only 
because I had another work commitment, but because the 
vitriol and hatred for Israel was palpable. 
 
The subject of the presentation was the organization’s sup-
port of the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions movement. 
This movement (referred to commonly as the BDS movement) 
was founded by Omar Bhargouti, and its objectives are to end 
Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and ensure the right of 
millions of Palestinians to relocate back within the green line, 
to wit, to become citizens of the State of Israel (which would 
as a result, very quickly become the State of Palestine).  
 
What became very clear in this meeting was that the shared 
experience of the group was not only a sense of solidarity with 
the plight of the Palestinians, but a passionate disgust for Is-
raelis as a people. Troubling slurs went unexamined; the en-
tire Jewish population of Israel was characterized as inher-
ently supremacist and racist. Such assertions were common 
language shared by those present without a word of protest 
or challenge to such sweeping generalizations. There was ab-
solutely no historical context to the conversation. It was as if 
Hamas and Hezbollah did not exist, and Israelis, unlike their 
American Jewish counterparts, have become cynical about the 
sincerity of real partnership with the Palestinians simply be-
cause Zionism is inherently a racist enterprise.  
 

I was actually not troubled by the facts that were discussed at 
the meeting. They were all true. I was disgusted, however, by 
the impassioned revulsion that most in the room expressed 
regarding Israel and its Jewish population. The BDS movement 
reduces the complex political situation in Israel to a simple 
equation of good and evil, as if their desired success at com-
pletely isolating Israel and forcing them to make concessions 
will also turn the Palestinians into a liberal people with West-
ern values of tolerance and an eagerness to accept the reality 
of a Jewish State.  
 

 

But the most dubious and dangerous 
aspiration of the BDS Movement is 
that it aims to dismantle the Jewish 
State. Some on the political left be-
lieve that supporting a limited BDS 
movement that only boycotts goods 
made in the West Bank is an obvious 
and effective form of protest against an Israeli policy that 
troubles them. This is an understandable position, but it is 
unsophisticated in its long-range comprehension of the goals 
of the movement itself. In The Nation, columnist and public 
intellectual Eric Alterman best summed up this problem a year 
ago when he wrote,  
 

Six or seven million Palestinians cannot be reintegrated into 
Israeli society based merely on arithmetic, much less all of the 
obvious problems that would arise from the fact that the two 
populations happen to hate one another. Barghouti’s [the 
founder of the BDS Movement] conditions demand that Israelis 
voluntarily forfeit their commitment to their history, their na-
tional identity and their understanding of Jewish history…. 
Were Barghouti to ask American Jews to join him in pressuring 
Israel to come to its senses and negotiate a secure settlement 
based on the 1967 lines, with necessary adjustments on both 
sides and some sort symbolic (and perhaps financial) redress 
for Palestinians without the “right of return,” he might stand a 
chance of attracting significant support even among American 
Jews and within the Israeli peace camp. As his plan now 
stands, it is of a piece with the programs of Hamas and Hez-
bollah and with Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s recent call for “the 
destruction of the Zionist regime” by peaceful means.  

       
Except for the fringe in Israel, most people agree that the con-
tinued occupation is not a long-term solution to an intractable 
problem. It is morally problematic and unsustainable. But the 
solution to this problem is not the dissolution of the State of 
Israel, and the BDS tactic reflects at best, a profoundly danger-
ous naiveté and at worst, a cynical and calculated attempt to 
destroy the Jewish State. It’s important to be honest about the 
end game of a tactic that is intended to isolate and eventually 
dismantle the State of Israel and that naively pretends that the 
Palestinian leadership and people have no ownership in the 
situation in which it finds itself.  
 
 
 
    (CONTINUED ON PAGE 2) 
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ENGAGING ISRAEL:  FOUNDATIONS FOR A NEW RELATIONSHIP 
A Hartman Institute Lecture & Study Series 

 Led by Rabbi David Schuck 
 

Through video lectures, text study, and lively group discussion, we are pleased to bring the dynamic and  
world-renowned Shalom Hartman Institute program to the PJC. 

 
Going deeper than the political issues of the day, Engaging Israel is a series of stand-alone workshops that will re-frame our discus-
sion about the significance of the State of Israel for contemporary Jews worldwide.  The Engaging Israel workshop series elevates the 
conversation about Israel by rooting it in Jewish values and ideas rather than a response to crisis.  
 
Thinking of joining us for our trip to Israel in Summer, 2014?  Start the journey here!  Join us for a wonderful opportunity to engage in 
thinking about the meaning that Israel can have in our lives and what our role might be in envisioning and building the future of the 
Jewish State.  
 

Jan 12 -- 11am • Feb 2 -- 11am • Feb 9 -- 9:30am • Mar 9 -- 9:30am • Mar 30 -- 11am  • Apr 6 -- 10am 
Apr 13 -- 10am • May 4 -- 10am • May 18 -- 11am  

The HAKOL is published 11 times per year. Sub-
missions are due by the 15th of the month pre-
ceding publication.  Please send articles via 
email to Kim Lewis at office@thepjc.org, with 
copies to jackmklebanow@gmail.com. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1) 
 
This is a conversation that we ought to continue to have. I hope that you will join me for the cutting edge course called iEngage 
that was developed by the scholars of the Hartman Institute. “The goal of the iEngage Project is to respond to growing feelings of 
disenchantment and disinterest toward Israel among an ever-increasing number of Jews worldwide by creating a new narrative 
regarding the significance of Israel for Jewish life. This narrative will serve as a foundation for a new covenant between Israel and 
world Jewry, elevating the existing discourse from one with a crisis-based focus to one rooted in Jewish values and ideas.” The 
course will begin on January 12th. Let’s continue the conversation together. 
 

L’Shalom, 

 
Rabbi David A. Schuck   
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A MESSAGE FROM THE EDUCATION DIRECTOR 
On the Jewish month of Tevet, which starts this year on 
December 4th , the last two days of Hanukkah, we learn 
about some critical events in Jewish history which im-
pacted the survival of the Jewish people: starting with 
the fast of the 10th of Tevet, in memory of the 588 BCE 
Babylonian siege to Jerusalem (which ended with the 
destruction of the First Temple and the Exile to Babylon 
on the 9th of Av, 586 BCE). Other critical dates in the Jew-
ish month of Tevet are: the coronation of Queen Esther 
(362 BCE), the first print edition of the Talmud (1483), 
the expulsion of the Jews from Portugal (1496), the ex-

pulsion of the Jews from Aus-
tria (1668), the establishment 
of the first Jewish Synagogue 
in NY (1728). These are not 
random historical events, as 
they might seem when listed 
in an itemized calendar list. 
Each one of them had a pro-
found impact in what we know 
and practice today in Judaism. 
They all originated in choices 

made by people at their time. 
 
Interestingly, one month ago, the Pew Research Center 
published the results of a large national survey on US 
Jews. The survey shows that young American Jews are 
less inclined to identify themselves as Jewish as their 
previous generations. (The full report can be found on 
the Pew website: http://
www.pewforum.org/2013/10/01/jewish-american-
beliefs-attitudes-culture-survey/) The survey notes that 
“American Jews overwhelmingly say they are proud to 
be Jewish and have a strong sense of belonging to the 
Jewish people”, but also that “one-in-five Jews (22%) in 
the US now describe themselves as having no relig-
ion” (see chart). The survey’s findings have a strong mes-
sage to anyone involved in Jewish Education and who 
cares about the future of the Jewish people in the US 
and in the world: What issues should we be addressing 
today in order to help our children grow with a stronger 

sense of belonging to the Jewish people and to  
Judaism?  

How can we help our students and families strengthen 
their Jewish identity and the ways in which they can ex-
press their Judaism? What is our mandate in making the 
decisions that will shape the future of Judaism in our 
community? 
The new Learning Center Education Board is sending out 
an important survey which will help us outline the vision 
for the future of the PJC-LC program. The decisions we 
make today will impact how our students and their fami-
lies connect to their Jewish identity in the next few 
years. Please contribute your thoughtful input to the 
survey, so this month of Tevet 5774 (2013) in the Pel-
ham Jewish Center might add a significant turn in the 
history of Jewish Education for the next generations! 
Please feel free to contact me, or any member of the LC 
Board: Liz Tzetzo, Leah Leonard, Anne Bresnick, Jeanne 
Radvany, Mimi Steinberg, Wendy Rackley and Melissa 
Kagan if you have any thoughts or comments about the 
future of the Learning Center and what is critical to you 
about the Jewish Education of our next generations. 
 
B’shalom, 
 
Ana Turkienicz 
Education Director 

Source: Pew Research Center 2013  
Survey of U.S. Jews,  

Feb. 20-June 13, 2013.  

Figures may not sum to 100% due to 
rounding 

   

Deepening Personal Prayer 

Shabbat Morning, December 14, 9:00 AM 

The Rabbi invites you to join an informal group of folks 
who want to be more intentional in their own daven-
ning and who also want to help the communal experi-
ence be inviting and inspiring to others.  

This isn't even really a "group", with commitments, 
unless that emerges from this initial time together. It's 
also not a "program". Just a group of us who are inter-
ested in exploring these issues, wherever it leads us. 

The time (half hour prior to services) would involve 
some talking about the balance that we are aiming for 
between our personal davenning and the communal 
experience, as well as some experimentation with 
practical things that are meant to enhance both our 
personal and communal prayer experiences.  

http://www.pewforum.org/2013/10/01/jewish-american-beliefs-attitudes-culture-survey/
http://www.pewforum.org/2013/10/01/jewish-american-beliefs-attitudes-culture-survey/
http://www.pewforum.org/2013/10/01/jewish-american-beliefs-attitudes-culture-survey/
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BREAKFAST RUN 
 

The Breakfast Run was a huge success!  On the morning of November 3rd, Marcelo Nacht and Cheryl Gold-
stein, Claudia, Darren and Izak Lee, Rachel, Andy, Sarah and Janney Collens, Linda, Mark, Noah, Alina and 
Kaylee Levine all traveled into 
the New York City and served a 
hearty, hot breakfast to over 45 
homeless men and women. 
Thank you to Adam Lauzar and 
Andy Collens for cooking that 
hearty breakfast.  We also gave 
out toiletries and new under-
garments and clothing.  Thank 
you  to Beth Yelsey and Andrea 
Prigot for providing those new 
undergarments and the Cooper, 
Samuels, Nacht and Krulak fami-
lies for donating clothing.  The 
Breakfast Run would not be 
possible without the generous 
monetary contributions from the PJC Board and the Radvany and Mailick families.  We are also especially 
grateful to Lisa Daley from The Bakery at Four Corners for providing baked items, Costco for providing a 
generous gift card, The Pelham Country Club for lending us the containers to keep the coffee hot, and H & 
R Bialy (the bagel place in Wykagyl) for donating the bagels.   
 
The next time the PJC will be participating in a Midnight Run will be April 5th.  Mark your calendars! 

SOUP KITCHEN  

 
Thank you to the Collens, Driesen, Dukess-Liesman, Glickman-Korenstein, Levine, Levitz,  Rubock-Hersh, Singer  and 
Yelsey families for providing a hearty and healthy dinner to the Soup Kitchen on November 5th. 
  
The PJC will be cooking and serving for the Community Services Associates Soup Kitchen on Tuesday, December 
10th, 2013. 

The menu is as follows (enough for 10 people): Baked Ziti, Salad, Chocolate chip cookies 
 

If you would like to participate: 
 
Contact Adam Lauzar at home 654-9486, cell phone 914-419-1252 or email at adamnkate86@gmail.com 

 Purchase the menu items for 10 adults 

 Drop the food off at Adam’s house (81 Vaughn Avenue, New Rochelle, 10801) as early as Sunday, December 8th  
and no later than 1pm on Tuesday December 10th. 
 If you would like to serve at the Soup Kitchen, let Adam know and be there at 4:50pm on December10th. The ad-
dress is 115 Sharpe Boulevard, Mt. Vernon, NY 
PLEASE NOTE THAT OUR LEARNING CENTER HEI CLASS WILL BE SERVING THIS DAY 

mailto:adamnkate86@gmail.com
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Kiddush Korner 
Our PJC Kiddush represents a wonderful conclusion to the meaningful Saturday morning Shabbat service.  It is a time to connect 
with fellow congregants, welcome new members & guests, and include our children in the weekly traditions.  The weekly Kid-
dush is a special way to celebrate a simcha--birthdays, anniversaries, and graduations are just a few occasions to acknowledge.  
It is also customary to observe a yahrzeit by sponsoring a Kiddush in memory of a loved one. 

Sponsorship is simple—we do it all, from menu planning to set-up and clean-up.  Kiddush package options start at just $150.  
Please contact PJC Kiddush Coordinator Leah Leonard at lsleonard@optonline.net to reserve now for upcoming winter / spring 
2014 occasions.  Thank you for helping to maintain a special PJC tradition! 
 
Kiddush Dates—2014: 
January 18, 25 
February 1, 8, 15 
March 1, 22 
April 5, 12, 19, 26 
May 10 

 
The PJC thanks the following congregants for hosting a Kiddush last month: 
 
November 2 Barry & Jill Goldenberg in honor of their 30th wedding anniversary 
 
November 9 Ron & Ellen Kanner, Joel & Fran Gordon, and Spencer & Ronnie Barback in honor of the naming of their new 
  granddaughter, Madison Sloane Kanner 
 
November 16 Richard & Barbara Nealon in honor of Henry’s Bar Mitzvah 
 
November 23 Iris Kasten in honor of her daughter Ruthie’s birthday and her son Robert’s new job 
 
November 30  Dan Mailick & Lydia Read in honor of being part of such a wonderful community 

 
Intergenerational Class 

For Families with 8th graders and up 
“The Practice of Saying Kaddish”  

PJC Rabbinic Intern Lauren Henderson 
Thursday, December 12, 7:00-8:30pm 

 

In this class for families with children in 8th grade and older, we'll look at 
the Kaddish prayer and the practice of saying it during our prayer service 
as well as when a family is in mourning.  Why is it this prayer that has be-
come so strongly connected to mourning, even though it says nothing 
about death or dying?  Why do some people stand and others sit during 
Kaddish?  Why is it in Aramaic, when most of our other communal prayers 
are in Hebrew?  We'll explore these questions and more together, and 
we'll also share our own memories of saying Kaddish with each other. 
 
E-mail Jeanne with questions or to register at dj_rad@msn.com.    
 
And PLEASE NOTE PELHAM PARENTS – Pelham schools are off December 
12 so your kids can get their homework finished early!! 

 

Save the Date 
March 8, 2014 

The PJC Winter/Spring Gala  
 

The Gala format will be individual 
dinners at congregants’ homes 
followed by a very special event at 
the PJC. Details will be coming 
soon.  In the interim, we are look-
ing for dinner hosts. If you would 
be interested in hosting a dinner 
that evening for 8-10 people, in-
cluding you and your spouse/
significant other, please let me 
know. All hosts are welcome!! 
Please contact Lisa Daley at 
914.494.7181. For now, just be 
sure to hold the date. You really 
won’t want to miss out! 

mailto:lsleonard@optonline.net
mailto:dj_rad@msn.com
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Tributes Made to The PJC In Honor of …  
Make tributes online … go to www.thepjc.org and click DONATE in the top right corner! 

 Lois Krassner, In loving memory of Cameron Hughes, and Dylan Hughes, beloved son and daughter to Katy Krassner 
and Bryan Hughes, beloved older sister and brother of Tanner Hughes 

 Pat Levinson, Mazel Tov to Ronnie & Spencer Barback on the naming of their new grandchild 
 Ted & Vivian Brown, in honor of the Bat Mitzvah of Ariana Capanna 
 Kate & Adam Lauzar, in memory of Ginny Herron-Lanoil’s sister, Susan Marie Herron Sibbet 
 Kate & Adam Lauzar, Mazel Tov to the Harrison family on the occasion of Jillian’s Bat Mitzvah 
 Kate & Adam Lauzar, Mazel Tov to Sandra, Bob, Jonathan & Lothryn Goldman on the birth of their granddaughter and 

daughter, Annabelle 
 Kate & Adam Lauzar, in memory of Jerusha Coltof’s father, Abraham Coltof 
 Kate & Adam Lauzar, Mazel Tov to the Capanna family on the occasion of Ariana’s Bat Mitzvah 
 Kate & Adam Lauzar, Mazel Tov to the Driesen family, on the occasion of Henry’s Bar Mitzvah and Jennie’s birthday 
 Barbara Saunders-Adams, in memory of her father, Charles Saunders 
 Pat Levinson, in memory of her mother, Irene Silver’s yahrzeit 
 Bob & Sandra Goldman, in honor of Leah Leonard’s birthday 
 Steve & Hildy Martin, in memory of Jerusha Coltof’s father Abraham Coltof 
 Steve & Hildy Martin, Mazel Tov to Sandra & Bob Goldman on the birth of their new granddaughter Annabelle 
 

Contributions to The Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund  
 Ginny Herron-Lanoil, in honor of Rabbi Schuck for all his help during her time of bereavement 
 Cheryl Agris, in memory of her father 
 Ronnie & Spencer Barback, with appreciation to all that helped to make the baby naming so meaningful 
 Lori Lemberg & Todd Echelman, in honor of Rabbi Schuck and his care during Madi’s Bat Mitzvah 
 Meryl & Marty Druckerman, best wishes to Jill & Barry Goldenberg on their anniversary 
 Meryl & Marty Druckerman, in honor of Leah Leonard’s birthday 
 Meryl & Marty Druckerman, Mazel Tov to Sandra & Bob Goldman on the birth of their new grandchild 
 Meryl & Marty Druckerman, express their sincere condolences on the passing of Stanley Glogover , Dr. Herb Turrett, 

and Ralph Lightstone 
 Lynn Jablowsky, in honor of Rabbi Schuck, for his help during her time of loss  
 

12/2 Oscar Brimmer, father of Melanie Samuels 
 Isadore Mark, father of Len Mark 
12/4 Elvia Rojas, mother of Patricia Cabin 
12/7 Jacob Goldberg, father of Matthew Goldberg 
12/10 Sidney Cabin, father of Daniel Cabin 

12/11 Pauline Terens, grandmother of Daniel Cabin 

12/12 Edwin Herron, father of Virginia Herron-Lanoil 

 Selma Saunders, mother of Barbara Saunders-Adams 

12/13 Arnie Merkin, mother of Meryl Druckerman 
12/14 Didi Moshe, father of Adrian Moshe 
12/16 Leatrice Borofsky, mother of Lewis Borofsky 
 Esther Diament, sister of Gloria Horowitz 
12/17 Eliezer Klopott, grandfather of Shayna Klopott 

12/19 Melvin Prigot, father of Andrea Prigot 
12/20 Diane Geller, mother of Edward Geller 
 Joseph Y. Lenney, father of Ronald Lenney 
12/21 Henry Smith, father of Leah Leonard 
12/22 Morris Jacobs, father of Gerald Jacobs 

12/23 Henry Goldman, father of Robert Goldman 

 Stanley Stern, father of Melanie Stern 

12/24 Helen Goldberg, mother of Shelli Goldberg-Peck 

12/25 Frank Bennett, grandfather of Leah Leonard 

 Eleanor Levander, late wife of Seymour Levander 

12/27 Nathan Schaffer, father of Florence Grossman 

12/30 Elsie Goldiner, mother of Paul Goldiner 

The Pelham Jewish Center Remembers ...  
December Yahrzeits  

http://www.thepjc.org
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1             Kislev 28 2           Kislev 29 3          Kislev 30  
 

4:00 PM: Continuing 

Education - Walking 

with   

 

7:30 PM: Continuing 

Education - Intro to 

Judaism  

4           Tevet 1 5            Tevet 2 6               Tevet 3 
 

4:10 PM: Candle Lighting 

 

6:30 PM: Kabbalat 

Shabbat Service 

7              Tevet 4 
 

9:30 AM: Shabbat Services 

 

4:45 PM: Hooked on 

Havdallah 

 

8                Tevet 5  
 

 

9          Tevet 6 10           Tevet 7 
 

1:00 PM Soup Kitchen 

 

 

11         Tevet 8 
 

8:00 PM: Board Meeting  

12          Tevet 9  
 

 7:00 PM: Intergenera-

tional Class for families 

with 8th graders 

13          Tevet 10 
 

Rabbinic Intern Lauren 

Henderson Shabbat 

 

4:11 PM: Candle Lighting 

 

6:30 PM: Kabbalat 

Shabbat Service 

 

 

 

14           Tevet 11 
 

Rabbinic Intern Lauren 

Henderson Shabbat 

 

9:30 AM: Birthday Shabbat 

 

9:30 AM: Shabbat Services 

 

10:30 AM: Jr. Congrega-

tion 

 

 

 

15             Tevet 12 
 

 

16          Tevet 13 
 

17         Tevet 14 
 

4:00 PM: Continuing 

Education - Walking 

with   

 

7:30 PM: Continuing 

Education - Intro to 

Judaism  

18        Tevet 15 
 

 

19        Tevet 16 
 

 

20        Tevet 17 
 

4:13 PM: Candle Lighting 

 

6:30 PM: Kabbalat 

Shabbat Service  

 

 

 

21       Tevet 18 
 

9:30 AM: Shabbat Services  

 

 

22            Tevet 19 
 

23        Tevet 20 
 

24        Tevet 21 
 

LC Winter Break  

Begins/Class Resume 1/7 

25       Tevet 22 
 

 

 

 

 

26       Tevet 23 
 

 

27          Tevet 24 
 

4:18 PM: Candle Lighting 

 

6:30 PM: Kabbalat 

Shabbat Service  

 

 

 

 

 

 

28        Tevet 25 
 

9:30 AM: Shabbat Services 

 

 

29            Tevet 26 
 

 

30         Tevet 27 
 

 

31       Tevet 28 
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To advertise in the Hakol  

contact Darren Lee at 

copyusany@aol.com 
 

mailto:copyusa@aol.com


mailto:copyusa@aol.com
mailto:CECalhoun@ft.newyorklife.com
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